Each wing type has distinct advantages for airborne wind energy generation. Rigid wings are durable and can reach higher aerodynamic lift over drag ratios than soft kites because of high aspect ratio wings and very efficient glider profiles, which do not deform during flight. Contrarily, soft kites usually have lower glide ratios (ratio of lift and drag forces) because of their deformable wing profile and lower aspect ratio. Also, the bridle system introduces a considerable amount of aerodynamic drag. Nevertheless, soft kites compensate their lower glide ratio with a large area-to-weight ratio and enables the use of large surface areas. For AWE applications, the tether plays an important role in system scaling and dominates aerodynamic drag. 11 For that reason, soft kites with large wing surface have a similar overall performance compared with high glide ratio rigid wings.
Soft kites are difficult to simulate because the inherent flexibility of the structure leads to large deformations. In turn, the large deflections affect the external flow field and thus also the aerodynamic loading. This strong coupling between structure and air flow generally governs the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. The main challenge is the drastic increase in model complexity when accounting for fluid-structure interaction (FSI), which however is crucial in many situations for obtaining reliable results for performance measures and structural integrity.
FSI analysis of soft kites and parachutes became feasible with the growth in computational power and the development of numerical tools that tackle the coupling between fluid and structure. Early approaches focused mostly on two-dimensional fluid modeling 12 or resorted to simple three-dimensional approaches to approximate dynamic behavior and glide ratio with panel methods. 13, 14 High-fidelity three-dimensional dynamic simulations 15 with several millions of fluid cells started in early 2000, and most recently, the influence of fabric porosity on the aerodynamics was studied. 16 Aerodynamic loads acting on ram-air kites cause load concentrations especially at the first quarter chord. 17 Reinforcements are introduced to prevent excessive stress at highly loaded parts of the kite. Because of the low pressure acting on the top side of the canopy, the load path goes through the rib to the line attachments points (LAP), which makes the rib a highly loaded structural component in a ram-air kite. Figure 1 illustrates a ram-air kite CAD model with reinforcements (black) attached to a local rib. The reinforcements made of thicker fabric start at the line attachment point and spread out toward the top of the canopy. On the right-hand side, a photograph taken inside an inflated kite from SkySails 18 with the camera view toward the trailing edge can be found. The reinforcement layout has a strong influence on the wing profile during flight and on the lifetime expectancy of the fabric.
The paper presents a multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) to assess the influence of fabric orientation, reinforcement layout, and airfoil shape on flight performance and rib deformation. A two-dimensional simplified and approximate model is developed to avoid the extensive computations that would be required for high-fidelity soft-kite simulations. The model considers a single rib loaded with a two-dimensional aerodynamic pressure field obtained by integrating the span-wise pressure field. Aerodynamic effects due to the inlets at the leading edge and fabric porosity are neglected, as well as cross-ports (holes in the rib to ensure equal pressure in each cell) in the rib. Viscous effects, surface roughness, and fundamental FSI phenomena are considered. The paper is organized in the following fashion. Section 2 describes the structural, aerodynamic, and FSI model approaches. Section 3 shows the optimization goals for the MDO, and in Section 4, the optimization results and a qualitative comparison of the results with and without FSI can be found. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
ANALYSIS OF RAM-AIR KITES

Structural model
The deformation of the loaded two-dimensional kite rib is modeled with the finite element (FE) method. To account for large displacements, the analysis is done using the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, leading to a geometrically nonlinear FE formulation. Ram-air kites are often made of ripstop material, which is a coated woven fabric with coarser warp and filling yarns at intervals so that tears will not spread. The modeling of woven fabric is difficult because of its nonlinear stress-strain behavior and the load ratio dependence, which has a significant influence on the elastic constants. 19 In this paper, the orthotropic Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material model 20 is used, which is valid for small strains. Table 1 shows the chosen material properties for the rib and bridles. The fabric material stiffness is normalized by the fabric's thickness, which is difficult to measure accurately, and therefore given in kN/m. The coated parachute nylon ripstop fabric is taken from a NASA test sheet. 21 For simplification, we assume the same stiffness and Poisson's ratios in warp and weft direction and a shear stiffness of 10% of the Youngs's modulus. The bridle and reinforcements are assumed to be made of Dyneema. 22 The rib is modeled using constant strain finite elements, whereas the bridles and reinforcements consist of bar elements. In order to obtain a correct load path through the rib, the bridle point (pilot position) is fixed in all degrees of freedom. Additionally, the rearmost LAP is constrained in the chord-wise direction to avoid ill conditioning of the FE system. Since the bridle point is moved to the neutral line for trimming in each iteration, the LAP constraint has a minor effect on the overall deformations (see Section 3.2).
To describe the structural response to pressure loads, the weak form of the FE model as the balance between internal and external force vectors f int and f ext is given as
The force vector difference forms the residual R, which becomes zero in equilibrium. The internal force vector consists of the stiffness matrix K and the displacement vector u. The nonlinear equation is solved iteratively with the Newton-Raphson method, where the gradient, ie, tangent stiffness matrix K T , is given by
It should be noted that the external load vector is a deformation-dependent follower load because the pressure acts normal to the body's surface (or edge in the two-dimensional rib) and thus contributes to the tangent stiffness matrix, making it asymmetric. 23 The FE system was implemented as an in-house software and is utilized within the optimization.
Aerodynamic model
Flow around airfoils of ram-air kites combines several multiscale phenomena. On the pressure side, bridle attachment points create surface irregularities (''kinks,'' see Figure 2 ), over which the flow may separate and eventually reattach. Shape irregularities are softer on the suction side, but dynamic compliance mechanisms can affect boundary layer transition in nonlinear ways. 24 Furthermore, ram-air kites are built of woven fabrics whose surface is neither perfectly impermeable nor hydrodynamically smooth. While direct numerical simulation (DNS) of clean airfoil flows is sometimes feasible, 25 the DNS solution of FSI problems at relatively high Reynolds number remains completely out of reach. 26 This is specially true for conceptual design and optimization purposes. 27, 28 Following current practice in the airfoil design community, 29 we have chosen to solve the flow with a viscous-inviscid interaction (VII) method. 30 Rfoil is a VII code derived from Xfoil: 31 it couples a panel method 32 for the potential flow of the far-field with an integral method (IBL) 33 for the boundary layer flow of the near-field. Flow regions are tightly coupled through the Lighthill interaction law, 34 and the two codes (Rfoil and Xfoil) differ in their handling of turbulent and transitional boundary layers. 35, 36 FIGURE 2 Undeformed (blue) and deformed (red) rib profile and its corresponding pressure coefficient distribution. For illustrative purposes, the rib is modeled without reinforcements to emphasize the influence of the kinks on the pressure. During optimization, the reinforcements prevent such large strains to occur [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
The turbulent boundary layer formulation of Rfoil was strengthened over the years to perform well in high-Reynolds number cases 35, 36 that include local perturbations like those caused by active flow control. 37 In this work, we further enhanced Rfoil's turbulent boundary layer formulation to deal better with the peculiarities of ram-air kite airfoils:
• Separation and reattachment near line attachment points were handled by further improving the numerical implementation details. The main modifications consisted in refining the spatial discretization of kinks, correcting closure relation inconsistencies for low shape factors (H<1.2) that occur upstream of boundary layer kinks, and increasing iteration count.
• Surface roughness of kite fabrics was handled by correcting the turbulent skin-friction correlation according to the recommendations of Betterman 38 through the procedure outlined by Tani. 39 In terms of work flow, Rfoil receives a geometry and nondimensional flow parameters as inputs and computes pressure distributions or force coefficients for one or more angles of attack. Higher level execution is controlled from Python through a pipe to run Rfoil and the structural solver in batch mode. This approach has proven robust enough for optimization purposes, even when including an FSI routine that requires several Rfoil runs inside an iterative loop.
In Table 2 , the flow parameters used for the aerodynamic analysis consisting of apparent wind velocity v a , air density , and kinematic viscosity are shown. The apparent wind velocity is the difference of the wind and kite velocity vectors and can be determined as
where C R is the euclidean norm of lift and drag coefficients, and v w is the wind speed. 1 It should be mentioned that Equation 3 is the maximum apparent wind velocity that can be theoretically achieved in an ideal crosswind operation with optimal reel-out speed. With a variable apparent wind velocity, additional complexity is added to the optimization, which caused convergence issues in the FSI routine. Therefore, we decided to fix the apparent wind speed to 40 m/s, which is obtained with a wind speed of 10 m/s and a glide ratio of 6, often found for ram-air kites. 40 The fixed apparent wind speed can be seen as a design apparent wind speed. In case of more efficient profiles (larger glide ratio) obtained during the optimization, which would result in a higher apparent wind speed, the reel-out speed can be changed such that constant apparent wind speed is realized.
The flow parameters results in a Reynolds number of 11 million. The Reynolds number is kept constant during the optimization even though the chord length is changing its length, but negligible changes in the fluid field due to chord length change were observed.
The bridle drag is an important factor in the power harvesting factor computation because it largely contributes to the total drag. It is assumed that the kite has a total surface area of 40 m 2 , a span of 10 m, and consists of 10 cells. Each cell is connected to the main tether with four bridles.
The drag contribution from parasitic (C d ), induced, and tether drag 41 is expressed as
where e is the Oswald efficiency factor assumed to be 0.6, AR the aspect ratio equal to 2.5,
the bridle length equal to the chord length, and l t = 300 m being the total tether length.
To obtain a simplified two-dimensional load on the rib, the pressure acting on a single kite cell is integrated over the cell width corresponding to one-tenth of the wing span. The rib in a ram-air kite is loaded because of pressure forces consisting of external aerodynamic and internal ram pressure acting on the canopy. The external pressure is obtained with Rfoil, whereas the internal pressure is assumed to be at stagnation pressure.
Combining both internal and external pressure contributions, the pressure coefficients are subtracted ie, the total pressure coefficient is
where C p ram essentially is 1 because of stagnation pressure. With the assumption of constant internal stagnation pressure, a compression-free load on the rib is guaranteed. It should be noted that the real three-dimensional flow field is not fully represented with a two-dimensional panel solver such as Rfoil. Also, the profile change in between two ribs due to billowing and span-wise arching cannot be presented with this approach.
Fluid-structure interaction
The strong coupling between the deforming profile and the air flow is crucial to the analysis. Structural deformations in the rib will induce changes in the pressure field, which will in return induce a new deformation field. This progress is known as FSI and is the central constituent of this optimization. Not only the change in rib shape changes the flow field, but also the elongation of the bridles, which increases the relative angle of attack considered. With every change in design variables, the FSI is run to determine the objective function in a steady and deformed configuration. Dynamics are fully ignored in this approach, thus no mass term is added to the structure. The FSI convergence criterion is measured with the relative error in elastic energy , and convergence is achieved when the error is below 1 × 10 -5 . The relative error in elastic energy is computed as
with n being the iteration number and W c the complementary energy expression, derived in Section 3.3. The FSI between Rfoil and the FE simulation is depicted in Figure 3 . A pressure distribution determined by Rfoil for the angle of attack, which maximizes the power harvesting factor (PHF), is used to deform the rib structure. In return, the deformed rib profile is fed back to Rfoil to determine a new pressure distribution.
The relative error convergence exhibits a clear direction toward force equilibrium between fluid and structure.
The FSI algorithm is described in more detail in Algorithm 1. First, a series of angles of attack is run with Rfoil to find * , which maximizes the power harvesting factor. Then, the rib is deformed based on the previously determined pressure field, and the trim position is shifted. This inner loop is run until the relative structural change is below R < 1 × 10 -4 . With the structure and flow in equilibrium, the new optimal angle of attack * is determined for the current rib, and the inner loop is run again. This procedure is repeated until the relative error in complementary energy of 1 × 10 -5 for the outer loop is satisfied. The complementary energy was chosen as the FSI convergence metric because it includes both deformations and applied forces, which is a tighter criterion than pure deformations.
During the FSI, Rfoil reacts very sensitively on small changes in the trailing edge deformation, causing oscillations in energy. The remedy is to make the area behind the rearmost bridle rigid. In a three-dimensional structure, the kite's trailing edge is supported by the canopy and arching of the kite, which cannot be reproduced in a two-dimensional approach. The rigid trailing edge approximation is merely a measure to obtain convergence and thereby enable the study of FSIs near the leading edge and mid-section of the rib.
DESIGN OF RAM-AIR KITE AIRFOILS
Airfoil shape design space
Airfoil profile optimization has a broad application in aerospace for various design applications, such as finding profiles, which maximize lift or glide ratio. Incorporating the profile into an optimization routine requires a parametrization that is able to describe a variety of profiles for a low number of design parameters. The class shape transform (CST) parametrization is such a method that represents shapes of aerodynamic bodies with a finite set of parameters. The method was originally introduced by Brenda Kulfan from Boeing 42 and has seen extensive use in aerodynamic and multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) applications. Notable applications to wing design can be found in Ciampa et al, 43 whereas interesting extensions have been proposed by Straathof. 44 A comparison of airfoil parametrization methods is presented by Sirpawadkul et al. 45 The design space for the rib profile was chosen to be CST airfoil parameters consisting of the product of a class function C (t) ∶ R → R and a shape function S (t,Ai) ∶ R 1+N → R, where N represents the order of the parametrization, and A i is a tuple of N shape coefficients. The class function provides the base features of generic airfoil shapes, whereas the shape function tailors the behavior of the class function to represent specific airfoils. The shape of airfoil top (up/suction) and bottom (down/pressure) surfaces is written as 
The class function for airfoils with rounded leading edges and sharp trailing edges is written as
The shape function is a polynomial of order N (degree M = N − 1) obtained by linear combination of the Bernstein polynomial basis with the A i shape coefficients are given in terms of the binomial coefficient
The binomial coefficient is often best visualized in terms of Pascal's triangle, and the above expressions apply to parametrization of arbitrary order. The basis of order N comprises all bases of lower order, which is a favorable property in optimization, because a higher order N includes all possible solutions of the lower orders. CST airfoil parametrization has proven itself as a solid approach to represent a full set of airfoil shapes, which can be used for optimization purposes.
Aerodynamic goals
Kites for AWE applications produce maximum power output with a specific wing configuration that maximizes the pulling force due to lift and drag. The theoretical power extraction was initially derived in the paper by Loyd, 3 where the power output from kites in drag and lift mode were studied. The maximum power harvesting factor max is expressed as the ratio between harvested power and available power equating to max = 4 27
with C R being the Euclidean norm of the lift and drag coefficients C L and C D , and E is the glide ratio. The power harvesting factor is chosen as the performance metric in the optimization and is to be maximized for a deformed profile. Unlike rigid aircraft, which can be constantly trimmed by changing the elevator angle on the horizontal stabilizer, soft kites have a fixed trim. The trimming is done by positioning the bridle point, ie, the position where all bridles connect below the canopy, along the neutral line where the all moments are in equilibrium. Since the kite deforms during operation, this neutral line is not known a priori and usually found experimentally. To ensure moment equilibrium at all stages during the optimization, the kite is trimmed in each FSI iteration by moving the bridle point along the chord to the neutral line while keeping the bridle length constant in y-direction. To ensure that the reaction force at the fourth LAP is not compromising the deformation, several rib configurations were manually tested, and it was found that the reaction force is approximately 1 × 10 6 times smaller than the reaction force at the bridle point. The optimal angle of attack * in each FSI iteration, which maximizes max , is found with * = arg max 4 27
Structural goals
The reinforcements are modeled as bar elements starting at each of the four LAPs in a group of five. For each group of reinforcements, two independent angles are defined to reduce the number of total design variables to eight for the reinforcements only, shown in Figure 4A . By changing the absolute orientation angle i , the whole group of reinforcements at LAP i is rotated, whereas changing the relative orientation angle i changes the spread of reinforcement group i, respectively. The orthotropic material angle is defined as the angle between the x-axis and the warp threading of the fabric.
Only straight bar reinforcements are considered oriented like rays starting from the four LAPs. The bars are embedded in the rib continuum mesh and add stiffness to all elements, which the bars are crossing. 46 As shown in Figure 4B , the nodes i and j cross the CST element at two edges, contributing to nodes 1, 2, and 3 as a weighted average rather than introducing new nodes. The advantage of this approach is that the rib mesh does not require refinement at areas where several reinforcements are converging. Also, no remeshing of the structure is required, and the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrix is therefore unchanged, which speeds up the computation.
Compliance minimization is a common metric for structural optimization and effectively maximizes the structural stiffness. For geometrically nonlinear structures, the compliance expression does not fully describe the force-displacement relationship because of its nonlinearity. Instead, the complementary energy expression is chosen as a metric to describe the overall structural stiffness. 47 The complementary energy is computed as the integral of the deformation vector u with respect to the external load vector f. 48 This expression can be rewritten as
where the asterisk denotes the quantities in equilibrium state, and U is the strain energy.
Material weave direction
Before proceeding to the full multiobjective design optimization, the design space of the two objectives is explored, as shown in Figure 5 . It depicts both objectives normalized with their initial value at = 0 as a function of the material orientation angle only, including (red) and ignoring (blue) the FSI routine, respectively. The chosen airfoil shape is equivalent to the initial design for the optimization introduced in the next section. By excluding the FSI routine, the pressure load is applied to the undeformed profile only, and from it the complementary energy is determined.
As a result, a change in material orientation has no influence on the power harvesting factor, and an overall variation of approximately 60% in complementary energy is observed. The lowest complementary energy is found at 20
• , which corresponds to the overall stiffest structural layout in the given design space. The highest value, on the other hand, corresponds to the material orientation such that the rib is mostly loaded in shear, causing maximum deformation.
Including the FSI routine introduces a dependence of the material orientation on the PHF, which peaks at 70
• , causing the structure to deform in an aerodynamically economical manner. Conversely, at approximately 45
• material orientation angle, the deformed rib bulges at the suction side, reducing the effective PHF. For the complementary energy, a flat plateau can be seen between 10
• and 30
• and a peak at 70
• . For the initial airfoil, both objectives clearly work against each other, as their individual optima lay at different locations. Also, the peak in PHF results in a maximum in complementary energy, which means that the profile deforms in such a way that the PHF is higher compared with the initial geometry. This peculiar phenomenon was not generally observed, but rather a coincidence for this particular airfoil.
EFFICIENT DESIGNS ARE MULTIDISPLINARY COMPROMISES
Multiobjective optimization
As depicted in the previous section, both optimization objectives do not comply with each other. This is a common problem in multidisciplinary design optimization and can only be solved by compromising between the two objectives. The Pareto frontier illustrates the boundary between feasible and infeasible solution space of two objectives and is obtained through the optimization routine. We follow the MDO with the NSGAII (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II), which is a genetic, derivative-free method for numerical optimization of nonconvex continuous optimization problems. 49 The power harvesting factor, and especially the complementary energy expression, vary in a highly nonlinear way, with small changes in the design vector due to the FSI analysis. NSGAII is capable of handling strong nonlinearities, NaN value exceptions, and nonconvexity, and is therefore chosen as optimizer. Also, NSGAII allows computing an entire Pareto front because the optimizer creates sets of solution generations, which approach the infeasible boundary where the Pareto frontier resides.
The objective function of the MDO consists of the power harvesting factor max and the complementary energy W c . The design variable vector
, with the fiber angle, the absolute and relative reinforcements orientation angles, and the CST weights for the top and bottom side of the airfoil, respectively. The optimization problem is stated as
where K is the number of reinforced LAPs, and N is the Bernstein polynomial function order. The PHF max is defined negatively to comply with a minimization statement. The bounds on the optimization variables can be found in Table 3 . In this paper, the order of Bernstein polynomial function is chosen to be six, and their bounds are based on a collection of airfoil data, including thick and high lift airfoil designs. 
Optimization of undeformed structure
The NSGAII is run with the full set of 21 design parameters for the uncoupled and FSI cases. Figure 6A shows the resulting Pareto front between the two objectives max and W c for uncoupled optimization. All solutions left of the frontier are infeasible, because a higher max cannot be achieved without an increase in W c . Similarly, all solutions right of the frontier are feasible but not optimal, because a more dominant solution along the frontier exists. Hence, a Pareto front gives the user an idea how to make optimal tradeoffs between two objectives. Conversely, the resulting rib for lowest complementary energy design in Figure 6D is shaped such that the resulting complementary energy is minimized. This is done by essentially forming the aerodynamically worst performing profile such that the pressure forces acting on the rib are minimum. The reinforcements are oriented toward the mid-chord location, and the fiber orientation angle is 10
• .
The rib with a compromised design in Figure 6C still exhibits a sharp profile with more camber compared with the high-PHF design. The reinforcement orientation spreads toward the first third of the chord.
Optimization of deformed structure with FSI
The Pareto front including the FSI in Figure 7A exhibits a larger nonfeasible region compared with the uncoupled front. The maximum PHF of the uncoupled solution is almost twofold of the FSI case. Also, the complementary energy is higher for the same PHF in case of the FSI frontier, which is caused by a larger rib deformation.
For the optimal solution of the highest PHF design in Figure 7B , the profile shows clear differences to the uncoupled design. A larger nose radius and overall thicker airfoil are given by the optimizer when the maximization of the PHF is considered only. The reinforcement orientation is characterized by spreading over the top surface in combination with a material orientation angle of 7
• . The optimal solution of the lowest W c design in Figure 7D is a wedge-like profile with a maximum thickness at 70% chord. Again, an aerodynamically poor design is found, which drastically reduces the overall pressure load and therefore minimizes the complementary energy. Also, the optimal compromised optimum in Figure 7C is a thicker airfoil with larger nose radius compared with the uncoupled optimum.
A qualitative inspection on the compromised designs leads to more insight of imperative design choices when the FSI is included in the design optimization of ram-air kite ribs. Figure 8 outlines the undeformed and deformed rib and resulting pressure distribution in its final shape after FSI convergence. Critical aspects are the change in curvature on the top side, the small kinks at the bottom side at each LAP, and the structural arching between the last two LAPs. Nonoptimal designs typically show a deformed leading edge nose, which is pulled toward the pressure peak, and the final shape differs from the nose shape initially intended to design. In case of the optimum designs found on the Pareto front, the nose is slightly thicker and mainly resists the traction due to the combined structural layout of profile shape as well as material and reinforcement orientation.
Elongation occurs mainly on the top side of the rib, where most aerodynamic forces act. The result is twofold-a nonsmooth top side causes turbulent flow phenomena, which generally reduce lift, whereas arching increases the local camber line, and as can be seen in the pressure coefficient, causes a decrease in pressure, ie, increase in lift. It should be noted that Rfoil fails to fully present the physical phenomena of detached turbulent flow, and as a result, overestimates the produced lift force. Therefore, the pressure distribution should be interpreted with care, and the local pressure reduction due to increased camber may not be as prominent. Nevertheless, an imperative design choice is the correct placement of the reinforcements to locally reduce kinks and shape the bulging in a economical manner such that the flow stays attached. All these effects would not be taken into account when considering the uncoupled case only.
Another aspect that becomes apparent using FSI is the trim and optimal angle of attack, which change between 10% and 30% compared with the uncoupled case, depending on the chosen design optimum on the Pareto frontier. In general, the deformed rib and extended bridles increase the relative angle of attack, and therefore the trim position. Uncoupled approaches are not able to represent this effect, and the reinforcement layout may not lay on the main load path. Finally, the PHF with the FSI for the compromised profile is approximately 35% lower than for the uncoupled solution. This has to be taken into account for system design and scaling. Utilizing the FSI in the optimization routine gives a more conservative result and the best design choice for the rib in deformed flight state.
Wrinkling
Wrinkling is a local buckling phenomenon that occurs in thin sheet metals and fabrics when the structure is predominantly loaded in uni-direction, and as a result the smaller principal stress component anywhere in the structure becomes negative. In a wrinkled state, the fabric deforms out of plane, and the in-plane fabric contraction depends on the load and material properties. The out of plane deformation of the wrinkles can be modeled with thin shell elements, but in many applications, the actual wrinkle shape is of less interest. Instead, a wrinkling model that models the average out-of-plane deformation in a finite element can be employed, and the stress state indicates the wrinkle direction.
Some rib layouts during the optimization exhibit compressive stress at the bottom side between the LAP. This compression occurs because generally, the load on top of the wing profile is larger than on the bottom side. Without employing a wrinkling model, the compressive strength of the rib is overestimated. We therefore incorporated a wrinkling model 50 based on the tension field theory 51 to measure the difference in rib deformations and therefore PHF and complementary energy. Running the optimization with the wrinkling model was unsuccessful because of the sensitive numerical behavior of the model, ie, mesh quality and load magnitude have a drastic influence on the convergence behavior. Figure 9 shows the compromised design layout and its deformation determined with the wrinkling model. A clear distinction in deformation between the third and fourth LAP can be seen. This deformation originates from the reduced stiffness due to compression and results in a more dominant bulging. The PHF for the deformed rib is 43% lower than computed without the wrinkling model. The complementary energy change is only 13%, even though the deformations suggest otherwise. The reason for such a small energy change is due to wrinkling, which does not increase elastic strain energy.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a multidisciplinary design optimization for a ram-air kite in its deformed and trimmed state. The aim is to find an optimum wing profile as well as material orientation and reinforcement layout that maximize the power harvesting factor and at the same time reduce structural deformations. The optimization utilizes an FSI routine, which is run until both fluid flow and structural deformation are in equilibrium.
A qualitative description of the FSI algorithm is given, and its convergence is shown.
The main conclusion drawn from the study is the significant influence FSI has on the optimal design and that an optimal design determined with the developed method might even perform worse in undeformed state but can be superior during operation. It therefore becomes evident that including the rib deformation is paramount if an optimum is to be found, which represents an operating kite. Regarding numerical profile optimizations for ram-air kites, this methodology is a first approach and, to the best knowledge of the authors, has not been considered before.
With our FSI approach, no dynamic effects are taken into account, and the algorithm is run until a static equilibrium state is found. This required a rigid trailing edge and a support in x-direction at the rear LAP. These restrictions potentially have a direct influence on the optimization results, but are not necessary if a three-dimensional kite geometry is employed. Therefore, future studies should account for the whole three-dimensional kite geometry to obtain a more reliable deformed shape and the resulting flow field. Reduction to a two-dimensional model leaves important structural phenomena, such as arching of the canopy and side forces due to the kite ′ s span-wise curvature out. As mentioned in Section 4.4, certain stress states in thin fabrics cause the material to wrinkle, which cause in-plane contraction. The deformations of the fabric under the wrinkling state might be very different than one determines without using a wrinkling model. Next to the above mentioned sources of errors due to simplifications, the wrinkling model is crucial for a more realistic kite model and should be employed in future optimization runs.
